Malik Supply A/S is looking for a “shippingelev”
Being a “shippingelev” at Malik Supply A/S you will enter into the shipping world from a
bunker suppliers perspective. During the education, which has a duration of 2 years, you will
learn to advise shipping companies about the logistics of bunker supply and competitive
pricing worldwide.
You will work closely together with port agents and bunker suppliers around the world in
order to secure delivery on time, quality and competitive pricing for our clients. Our internal
rotation programme will allow you to learn about our own operation learning about quality
control, cargo barge operation and supply.
Formally you will be attached to the Commercial Shipping Programme facilitated by the
Danish Shipping Academy.
What do we expect from you
✓
You are passionate about sales and international affairs
✓
You are open-minded, curious and service minded
✓
You have minimum completed HG2, HHX, HGS or similar
✓
You have good knowledge in English and flair for IT
✓
You have a strong ambition and self-drive
✓
Ideally you speak a third language such as Turkish, Arabic, German, French or Chinese
What can you expect from us
✓
An education with a high level of freedom and responsibility
✓
Good career options
✓
An experienced and motivated team of colleagues
✓
An informal work atmosphere
Learn more about us at www.malik.dk
This position is expected to be occupied by 1st of August 2020 and will be based in Aalborg.
If you have any questions, you are welcome to contact:
Sales Manager Kristian Nielsen, direct phone 30214856 or e-mail kn@malik.dk.
Please forward your CV and application to kn@malik.dk in English.

MALIK SUPPLY A/S was formed in 1989 as an independent company to undertake the
growing bunkering and oil trading business.
Today MALIK SUPPLY A/S has developed into a supplier of a broad range of services
both at sea and in ports. In addition to the fishing trawlers, we now also target our efforts
towards the commercial fleet, and we provide our services on the high seas as well as
through distributors in major ports all over the world. The organization has 70 dedicated
employees working to create energy for our client.
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